The Cautious Caterpillar

Across
3. The caterpillar at the end of this story was eating this tasty green treat.
6. This creature told Cody how great six legs were.
7. This spotty creature told Cody how great it was to fly.
8. Cody turned into this creature.

Down
1. “I wish I could stay as a __________ forever,” said Cody.
2. Cody was happy and proud of her new _____.
4. Cody the caterpillar hatched from this.
5. “Lovely morning to be _______!” Cody said this as she flew past the ladybird.
8. Cody thought about everything her friends had told her and decided to be _____.
9. Cody had sixteen of these when she was a caterpillar.
The Cautious Caterpillar Answers

Across
3. The caterpillar at the end of this story was eating this tasty green treat. (leaf)
6. This creature told Cody how great six legs were. (grasshopper)
7. This spotty creature told Cody how great it was to fly. (ladybird)
8. Cody turned into this creature. (butterfly)

Down
1. “I wish I could stay as a __________ forever,” said Cody. (caterpillar)
2. Cody was happy and proud of her new _____. (wings)
4. Cody the caterpillar hatched from this. (egg)
5. “Lovely morning to be ______!” Cody said this as she flew past the ladybird. (flying)
8. Cody thought about everything her friends had told her and decided to be _____. (brave)
9. Cody had sixteen of these when she was a caterpillar. (legs)